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Any earlier distinctions between their respective 
territories are no longer valid. Serge Prokofieff is one 
of the great composers of the 20th century whose 
complete oeuvre is now jointly represented by our 
international publishing teams.

We are taking this merger as an opportunity to present 
Prokofieff’s work in a comprehensive, multi-volume 
publication. In so doing, we are directing our attention 
both to evergreen classics and to his compositions that 
still await greater attention on the stage and concert 
platform.
 

We are pleased to be joined by some renowned  
Prokofieff experts for this project. Their specially  
written contributions are supplemented by brief  
introductions and detailed information on individual 
works.

The series begins with the genre of opera.  
We wish you a stimulating journey of rediscovery!

Yours
Boosey & Hawkes | Sikorski
Promotion

PREFACE  
ON THIS PUBLICATION

THE HISTORIC COMPANIES BOOSEY & HAWKES  
AND SIKORSKI HAVE RECENTLY BEEN UNITED
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“No two of his operas are  
in any way alike”

As a student, I was an avid frequenter of second-hand 
record shops, and acquired, in a very fancy embossed 
folder, a recording of War and Peace, with no booklet, 
so the music accompanied me throughout my time at 
Cambridge without me having much idea of what was 
going on. But the music permeated my consciousness, 
and then later there was a marvellous production at 
ENO. 

On leaving Cambridge in 1969 I was very lucky to get a 
bursary to spend some time in East Berlin. Somehow I 
acquired a very beautifully produced vocal score of The 
Gambler with text in three languages. This was the ini-
tial raw material for my lifelong interest in Prokofieff’s 
operas. In East Berlin I also saw about two thirds of 
a performance of The Love for Three Oranges, not be-
cause I left early but because there was a technical ac-
cident with the stage lifts and the performance ground 
to an irrevocable halt!

Brian Dickie, Artistic Director of the Wexford Festival, 
asked me to do Janácek’s Katya Kabanova in 1972, and I 
was able to persuade Brian to let me direct The Gambler  
there the following year, for which I made an English 
translation – my first attempt at this métier. There was 
a very special moment during the brilliant gambling 
scene when two tenors – each with only a few notes to 
sing – rushed onto the stage expressing their amaze-
ments at Alexei’s titanic feats at the tables: they were 
called Graham Clark and Dennis O’Neill – two future 
tenor stars! I went on to direct the Gambler again on 
a somewhat larger scale in Amsterdam, in Dutch! – 
and then at ENO in English of course – a performance 
which again included the miraculous Graham Clark, 
now promoted to sing Alexei, singing whilst perform-
ing a perfect handstand!

Later I adapted my English translation for Richard 
Jones at ROH Covent Garden. So I have followed The 
Gambler, or it has followed me, over many years.

It’s very difficult to sum up Prokofieff’s legacy as an opera  
composer as the range and style of the works differs 
so radically. The Gambler, his first opera, is character-
ized by the brittle brilliance of the early enfant terrible 
but is in fact arguably his most completely successful 

opera – though there are many arguments for giving 
Love for Three Oranges that ranking. The Gambler  
presents a dazzling gallery of characters, and a dri-
ven, hectic hero whose temperament matches perfectly 
with the early Prokofieff of barbed defiance. And the 
hyper-energized gambling scene is a perfect showcase 
for Prokofieff’s motoric élan. Maybe one might have 
wished for a little further exploration of Polina’s role 
and character – she is such a beguiling creature one 
would like to know more. She is one of opera’s charac-
ters who I would most like to meet!

The Fiery Angel probably ought to be his most success 
ful opera, because its macabre mysticism plays to the  
hectic, dissonant and demonic character of Prokofieff’s 
international period, but somehow it is quite tricky to 
bring off, not least because the leading male character 
has to be a slightly grey figure against the hysteria of  
Renata, who is definitely one operatic character I would 
prefer not to meet! Lord Harewood asked me to direct it for 
the Adelaide Festival with the divine Josephine Bairstow.  
The scene with Agrippa is problematic because if the 
orchestra plays with anything like the required ferocity, 
the singer will be completely inaudible, which consid-
erably takes away from his power and his threat. This 
passage is rather more effective in Prokofieff’s purely 
orchestral 3rd symphony. 

If Fiery Angel plays to Prokofieff’s demonic, obsessional 
side, The Love for Three Oranges perfectly fits his more 
jaunty, quirky character. Its brilliantly colourful score 
matches the exoticism of Gozzi’s fairy tale, and high-
lights Prokofieff’s artistic connection with the highly 
stylized circus orientated virtuosity of Meyerhold’s 
Constructivist Theatre. 

Then we come to his ‘Soviet’ operas, which mark a 
complete break with what went before, and truth to tell 
he was never able, unsurprisingly, to find a way to rec-
oncile Soviet conditions with his own artistic impulses. 
Remember that Shostakovich’s response to this unsolv-
able conundrum was silence, in the operatic context. 

Composing War and Peace in the 1940s was, for exam-
ple, inevitably going to be judged by its public, patriot-
ic statement, but Prokofieff rashly started work with a 

WELCOME  
FROM SIR DAVID POUNTNEY
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different agenda, discussing the sketches and revisions 
with Sergey Eisenstein, who was scheduled to direct 
the premiere but was later disgraced. 

Prokofieff’s initial conception was a work focused 
on the emotional relationships in the book, and even 
included a remarkably down-beat ending in which  
Kutuzov and the Chorus dissolve into laughter at the 
thought of kicking the French up the backsides. Nat-
urally, that was never going to chime with the Soviet 
perception of an heroic victory parade. War and Peace 
therefore has become another one of those operas, like 
Don Carlos, about which one has to decide what, and 
how much to perform, though it would be a mistake 
to suggest that all the subsequent revisions were con-
cessions to Soviet bombast. After all, the haunting Ball 
Scene with its exquisitely typical Waltz was also a lat-
er edition. My WNO production involved some slight 
cheating. I put the choral Epigram at the start of the 
evening, shamelessly stealing Colin Graham’s idea 
from the ENO production in the 1970s. Of course we 
played the ball scene – who wants War and Peace with-
out the ball? – but used Prokofieff’s original ‘laughing’ 
ending, and got the best of both worlds by playing the 
grand-standing Soviet finale as curtain call music. 

War and Peace is, for all these various reasons, uneven 
in quality, but the marriage of a superb story, powerful-
ly realised characters and plenty of Prokofieff’s unerr-
ingly communicative music make it an enterprise well 
worth undertaking, albeit a large one!

The remaining works are minor by comparison, though 
The Duenna (Betrothal in a Monastery) is a delightful, 
lightweight comedy, with a lovely wistful romantic at-
mosphere to it alongside the grotesquery of the musical 
house party and the bibulous monks. It feels as if it is 
composed by a happy man. I am afraid I don’t know The 
Story of a Real Man or Semyon Kotko at all but would be 
delighted to discover that they are much better than I 
fear. 

The remarkable feature of this rich collection of works 
is that no two are in any way alike. We have an ob-
sessive, Dostoyevskyan ensemble drama, an excessive 
Medieval horror story, a brilliantly colourful fairy tale, 

a patriotic epic of love and war, a romantic Iberian 
comedy, and two slices of Socialist Realism. Quite an 
achievement!



As multi-faceted as distinctive: 
the operas of Serge Prokofieff
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Serge Prokofieff’s reputation as one of the most signifi- 
cant composers of the twentieth century was well es-
tablished in his lifetime. This reputation rested mainly 
on his output for the concert hall – symphonies, concer-
tos, and works for solo piano. Prokofieff was a pianist 
of outstanding ability and it was largely as a performer 
that, in the earlier part of his career, he financed his  

compositional activities. But more important to Prokofieff  
was his lifelong affection for, and affinity with, musical 
theatre: opera, ballet, incidental music and, from the 
early ’30s, music for film. 

Opera was his lasting love. Apart from the years 1928-
38, before and just after his return to Russia – during 
which, however, he composed four ballets, five scores 
for the drama theatre, Peter and the Wolf, and a film 
score – he was never NOT working on an opera. He 
composed eight mature operatic works between 1911 
and his death in 1953. Three of these exist in more than 
one version. Two further operatic scores remain incom-
plete: Khan Buzay (1942-47) and Distant Seas (1948). 
The latter was to have been a light-hearted operetta, full 
of songs and dances. The former, uniquely based around 
Kazakh folk melodies, would have shown Prokofieff  
in quite an unfamiliar light. He wrote operas not to 
commission, but to narratives which he sought out 
of his own accord, and which he persisted in setting, 
despite persistent obstacles. Opera had a basic signifi-
cance in the formation of his musical idiom. In part this 
accounts for the distinctive theatricality of Prokofieff’s 
concert works, which typically suggest unspecified cre-
ative dramas played out by unidentified characters. 

Prokofieff’s operatic career began very early, inspired 
by frequent visits to the Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow and 
the Mariinsky in St Petersburg. Gounod’s Faust, espe-
cially its March and Waltz, was a fundamental influence 
in his childhood: his subsequent operas were to be full 
of these numbers, as well as duels, confrontations, ob-
sessions, ambiguities and, especially, climactic finales – 
this last mostly created in the orchestra. Other significant 
influences from his early years were Glinka, Borodin,  
Mussorgsky, Tchaikovsky and Rimsky-Korsakov. Their 
various brands of Russian-ism were Prokofieff’s oper-
atic heritage, and although the musical idiom of his 
operas, the earlier works especially, was determinedly 
innovative, the operas of these well-loved predecessors 
formed their basic conceptual parameters. 

There were four childhood operas: The Giant (com-
posed in 1900, when Prokofieff was nine); On Desert 
Islands (1900-02); A Feast in Time of Plague (1903-8); 
and Undina (1904-7). Only fragments of these survive, 

INTRODUCTION  
BY RITA McALLISTER

The composer around 1900 in St Petersburg in front 
of the manuscript of his opera The Giant
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but they show clear if rudimentary evidence of what 
was to come: big melodies, direct musical communica-
tion, a strong sense of theatre, regular four-bar phrases 
with dominating rhythmic beat, sectional structures, 
and occasionally the piquant dissonances which were 
to pepper subsequent operatic scores.

Prokofieff’s first more-or-less mature opera was the one-
act Maddalena op. 13, composed between 1911 and 
1913 and based on a 1905 play by Madga Lieven-Orlova.  
Set in 15th-century Venice, the cloak-and-dagger action  
takes place at the height of an intense love triangle 
around the beautiful but manipulative Maddalena, who 
engineers a duel which kills both her alchemist hus-
band and her young lover Genaro. Only the first of its 
four scenes was orchestrated (the score was completed 
by Edward Downes in 1978/9). Prokofieff abandoned 
work on it when the planned première was cancelled, 
and it was not to be fully staged until 1981. This youth-
ful piece has many features recognisable in the operas 
that followed: raw emotions – love and jealousy; dark 
and powerful atmosphere; a text which is allusive and 
metaphoric; and an intense, chromatic score with cha- 
racterful, recurring musical motives. The composer’s 
youthful Romanticism, probably influenced by both 
Scriabin and the recent one-act operas – Salome and 
Elektra – of Richard Strauss, and the work’s melodra-
matic pace were, however, soon to be overtaken by a 
more distinctive, sophisticated and personal approach 
to the genre. 

The libretto of Prokofieff’s next opera, The Gambler 
op. 24 (1915-17; revised and re-orchestrated 1927-29) 
was based on the short novel by Dostoyevsky. It devel-
ops the complex interactions within a group of varied 
Russian characters, in 1865, in and around the casino 
of the fictional spa town of Roulettenburg, focusing on 
the two conflicting fixations of the young tutor Alexei 
– love and gambling – and climaxing in a series of ca-
thartic roulette games. It was Prokofieff’s intention that 
this would be a radical work, indicative of the direction 
new Russian opera should take: it is an experiment in 
musical language and theatre, delivered through vocal 
declamation with heightened speech inflections and an 
intensely emotional orchestral score. The opera pro-
ceeds at breathless pace, pausing neither for arias nor 
choruses, culminating in the masterful gambling scene 
– surely one of Prokofieff’s most affecting operatic 
achievements. This scene is nothing less than a surreal 
commentary on the vulnerability of human nature, with 
the interweaving and superimposed voices of groups of 
gamblers, all at the mercy of their uncontrollable addic-
tion. The planned St Petersburg première of this opera, 
too, was cancelled: singers and orchestra rebelled, on 
grounds of difficulty, in the spirit of the 1917 February 
Revolution. 

The opera that followed, written after Prokofieff’s re-
location to the United States in 1918, could hardly 
have been more different. The Love for Three Oranges  
op. 33 (1918-19), is an allegorical fairy-tale opera, based 
on a scenario imaginatively translated by Vsevolod 
Meyerhold from a play (1761) by Carlo Gozzi, itself  

reviving the spirit of the old, Italian commedia dell’arte.  
It tells of the colourful, sorcery-driven adventures of a 
hypochrondriac Prince in search of love, initially for the 
Oranges and subsequently for the beautiful Princess 
Ninetta who emerges from them. It was a subject in 
keeping with Prokofieff’s gifts, a natural outlet for his 
sardonic humour and his love of the slightly grotesque. 
It also entirely suited his current musical style: full of 
unpredictable twists and wild juxtapositions; with an 
unvocal lyricism and fleeting moments of warm ro-
mance; rhythmical and beat-driven, and with quick-fire 
caricatural characterisations; all in a context of demons 
and magic. If there is an historical influence it is that 
of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Golden Cockerel of 1908, with its 
supernatural sounds, its coups de théâtre and whimsi-
cal humour. This was to be Prokofieff’s most popular 
and successful opera, though perhaps best known for 
its March and Scherzo – originally piano numbers, and 
eventually the encores he came to dread!

The Fiery Angel op. 37 (1919-23; 1927; ’30s) was be-
gun before Oranges had its Chicago première in 1921. 
Prokofieff’s new libretto was extracted from the histori-
co-autobiographical novel by the Russian Symbolist 
writer Valery Bryusov, which purports to be a 16th cen-
tury treatise on the occult, set in the Rhine district of 
Germany. Renata, the heroine, is subject to supernatu- 
ral visions and obsessed with the image of an Angel of 
Fire. The knight Ruprecht is her protector, and togeth-
er they invoke magic and sorcery in the search of the  
Angel, resulting in the wounding of Ruprecht and the 

In New York, 1918
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consignment of Renata to a convent where, after inciting  
a hysterical séance, she is condemned to the stake. 
This is a key work in any exploration of Prokofieff’s 
stage pieces, impressive and intense in its dark, ambig-
uous atmospheres, and above all in exploring the psy-
chological instability of the heroine: utterly fascinating 
as an operatic character, Renata is trapped by her own 
demons, overtly sexual, yet ruled by an all-engrossing 
religious fervour. 

This pervading presence of evil and sorcery drew from 
Prokofieff his most physically powerful, structural-
ly unified, climactic score. The Fiery Angel stands at 
the height of his Symbolist modernism, its obsessive, 
repetitive, ostinato-driven and explosive orchestral 
sounds contrasting with pure, white melody or intense, 
lyrical Romantic chromaticism, or with sheer musical 

whimsy. Prokofieff himself seemed obsessed with the 
hypnotising ambience of the plot. Despite the absence 
of any performance offers, he was unwilling to abandon 
the work for more than a decade. At the beginning of 
the 1930s, however, his developing involvement with 
Christian Science presented a personal conflict with 
the tenets of the opera, and a planned final version was 
abandoned. 

Between The Fiery Angel and Semyon Kotko there was a 
gap of around ten years, during which Prokofieff must 
have re-assessed his operatic aspirations. To date, only 
The Love for Three Oranges had met with the approval 
of promoters. The concert performance of the second 
act of The Fiery Angel in June 1928 was an isolated 
event. During those years he had successes with his 
ballet scores, notably The Prodigal Son, and with the 
music for Lieutenant Kijé and, of course, with Peter and 
the Wolf – his best-known work and perhaps a com-
pensation for the current lack of an opera project. By 
the early 1930s most of his commissions were coming 
from the Soviet Union, and by 1936 he had decided 
that there lay future success. In the spring of that year 
Prokofieff returned to Russia, which was to be his per-
manent home for the rest of his life.

He had not ceased, however, to look for a new opera 
subject, and in the circumstances his choice of narra-
tive was crucial. The Union of Soviet Composers had 
been established in 1932, and with it the Party’s policy 
of Socialist Realism which, for music, required works to 
be overtly national, possibly folk-related, tuneful in idi-
om and accessible to the Soviet people, reflecting their 
heroism and humanity. Genuinely eager to produce the 
definitive Soviet opera, in 1939 Prokofieff chose the 
tale of Semyon Kotko, a novel by Valentin Katayev that 
was part war story and part witty folk tale, and which 
had already proved its Soviet credentials in the drama 
theatre. The action takes place in a village in south-
ern Ukraine in 1918, during the Civil War between the 
Bolsheviks and the ‘White’ Russians, and sets the love 
stories of a group of heroic young Soviets against the 
hostile takeover of their village by German troops and 
their local sympathisers.

Musically as well as politically the choice seemed ap-
propriate. Prokofieff’s idiom had changed during the 
’30s – not radically – but it had become harmonical-
ly softer, texturally clearer, and to a degree simpler 
and more tuneful. Melody had always been his great 
strength and even at the height of his thrust towards 
modernism in the ’20s the Classical element of his style 
had never been entirely abandoned. What came to be 
referred to as his ‘New Simplicity’ resulted in a more 
mellow lyricism, heard at its best in his Fifth and Sixth 
Symphonies, Second Violin Concerto and the ballet 
Romeo and Juliet, as well as in his late opera War and 
Peace. Semyon Kotko is a work of true commitment, 
of powerful lyricism and effective characterisation, 
with episodes of great poignancy as well as of ready 
humour, and more human in concept than any of his 
earlier operas. There are stirring and moving episodes 
which easily rival those in his popular score for the film 

In Chicago, 1919, during the preparations for  
The Love for Three Oranges
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Alexander Nevsky. But – the geographical and period 
boundaries of its plot might in any case have limited the 
opera’s international appeal. Despite much fine music, 
western criticism of Prokofieff’s apparent ideological 
naïveté and compliance with Party diktats have, per-
haps unfairly, restricted Semyon Kotko’s impact beyond 
Russian borders. 

The Duenna (Betrothal in a Monastery) op. 86 (1940-
41, revised 1943), followed almost immediately. It was 
a project entirely within Prokofieff’s comfort zone, and 
in keeping with his ‘New Simplicity’. Based on a bal-
lad opera in English of 1773 by the Irish playwright 
and satirist Richard Brinsley Sheridan, the libretto was 
adapted into Russian by Prokofieff and Mira Mendelson 
(soon to become his second wife). In the style of earlier 
comedies of manners, it portrays the intertwined love 
affairs of two young couples, hampered by a scheming 
parent, a merchant on the make, and a monastery-full 
of drunken monks. The result was Prokofieff’s most 
conventional, certainly his most lyrical opera. Like 
the ballet Cinderella, composed at the same time – it 
reflects Prokofieff’s fondness for Mozart. The Duenna 
presented the ideal (and politically-neutral) excuse to 
write longer scenes and set musical numbers: broad, 
lyrical arias, serenades, duets and ensemble pieces, 
along with harmonically-rich dances. This comic opera 
is witty rather than farcical and, rare for Prokofieff, it 
contains quantities of straightforward, romantic love 
music. But he did not overlook the satirical sub-plots 
of the narrative, nor had he lost his ability to carica-

ture characters through memorable musical motives: 
Don Jerome, the fish merchant Mendoza and the intox-
icated monks are ruthlessly satirised, and not even the 
young lovers escape his musical mocking. This delight-
ful score was to be Prokofieff’s only Soviet opera to find 
success in his lifetime.

Begun in the spring of 1941, with Hitler’s invasion of 
Russia and the outbreak of The Great Patriotic War, 
Tolstoy’s epic novel, War and Peace, which centres 
on Napoleon’s invasion of 1812, must have seemed 
the ideal choice for his next, overtly patriotic, Soviet  
opera. Given the length and vast scope of the novel, 
the fashioning of a coherent libretto was a difficult task. 
Prokofieff and his libretto collaborator – again, Mira 
Mendelson – didn’t attempt this, instead opting for 
eleven, and later thirteen, ‘lyrico-dramatic scenes’ from 
a novel with which every Russian listener would have 
been familiar. The history of the opera War and Peace 
op. 91, which Prokofieff prized above all his other op-
eratic scores and to which he gave his all for more than 
a decade, producing at least five versions of the work, 
was, however, almost as troubling as the events it por-
trays. Its two main parts – Peace, then War – contrast 
aristocratic society, its loves and losses, with the grim 
reality of war, the intimate with the heroic, and focus-
es on Tolstoy’s three main, interlocked characters: the 
young, effervescent Natasha Rostova, Prince Andrei 
Bolkonsky – aristocratic and world-weary – and Pierre 
Bezukov, initially a figure of fun, but for whom war is 
the catalyst to mature self-knowledge.

In Leningrad, 1927, with the cast of the first Russian production of The Love for Three Oranges
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Vast in scale, in the cast numbers, and in emotional 
range, War and Peace presents the widest panorama of 
Prokofieff’s Soviet-period music: impassioned ariosos; 
aristocratic waltzes; grim, discordant battle scenes; hu-
morous enemy caricatures; rousing choruses of despair 
then victory. Throughout his many revisions of the opera,  
he had two aims: reluctantly, to satisfy Soviet cultural 
authorities, and passionately, to see this mature mas-
terpiece of 20th-century Russian opera staged in its 
entirety. He managed neither. Simon Morrison consid-
ers War and Peace ‘Prokofieff’s most significant Soviet 
achievement and the composition that arguably defines 
his legacy’. And despite the practical and musical dif-
ficulties in producing such an epic work on stage, this 
monumental opera has confirmed that legacy.

The Story of a Real Man op. 117 (1947-48), its libret-
to based on the reportage novel by Boris Polevoi, was 
to be Prokofieff’s last, completed opera. It tells of the 

real-life heroism of a WW2 pilot, shot down by enemy 
fire with the subsequent amputation of his lower limbs, 
who nonetheless fights his way to love, to recovery and 
once more to active duty. As with War and Peace, the 
subject mixes war and heroism with love and self-real-
isation, but in very different proportions and on a more 
personal scale. The focus is on the individual – Alexei 
– his struggle to deal with disability, then his determi-
nation to be ‘a Soviet man’. Like Semyon Kotko and War 
and Peace before it, this tale of contemporary bravery 
and patriotism must have seemed an ideal Soviet plot. 
Once more, however, the opera failed to find favour, 
and the nature of its subject-matter meant that it would 
not export easily. Nonetheless it is a work of consider-
able interest, in its characterisation, its stirring genre 
numbers and true dramatic atmosphere – the operatic 
swan-song of a composer who, although physically and 
emotionally frail, was still creatively distinctive. It was 
also innovative: its use of cinematic effects (after his 
work with Eisenstein on Alexander Nevsky and Ivan the 
Terrible) is novel, and might have led to a new chapter 
in Prokofieff’s operatic career.

Appreciation of Prokofieff’s operas is now steadily 
growing. There are many reasons why this body of 
work, so prized by the composer himself, was histori-
cally undervalued. The Love for Three Oranges and The 
Duenna – his two comic operas – apart, for various po-
litical reasons, or because of logistical difficulties, or 
simply through bad luck, his operas had relatively little 
success during his lifetime: he never saw Maddalena, 
or The Fiery Angel, or The Story of a Real Man staged, 
and of War and Peace, even after extensive ‘suggest-
ed’ re-writings, only the first eight scenes were pro-
duced by the Bolshoy Theatre in the mid-’40s. Semyon  
Kotko’s ideological message was outdated almost be-
fore the score was finished and it was dropped by the  
Stanislavsky Theatre after a single season. These were 
huge disappointments for the composer. 

Politics was certainly a significant issue. In fact, the 
conflicting attitudes of western and Russian critics as 
to what constituted ‘great’ opera (especially given the 
Soviet propaganda value of this genre) affected accep-
tance of each of Prokofieff’s scores; and in this context 
it is important to realise that we have not always heard 
Prokofieff’s music exactly as he intended. His scores 
were revised, and revised again by the composer him-
self, by wish or under pressure, and later by others.

Prokofieff’s librettos have also been considered prob-
lematic. The Gambler with its declamatory vocal lines 
was thought too wordy; The Fiery Angel too full of the 
black arts for modern tastes; Semyon Kotko, despite 
some powerful episodes was thought too Soviet to ex-
port, but for Moscow not Soviet enough. Yet Prokofieff 
persevered with opera, and many past criticisms were 
in fact misconceptions about the nature of Russian  
opera. For despite his cosmopolitan career and appar-
ently radical approach to the genre, Prokofieff remained 
first and last a Russian composer, and his concept of 
opera was often far from Verdian or Wagnerian mod-
els. However high-minded in style or content, Russian 

With his second wife Mira Mendelson-Prokofieva, 
beginning of 1948
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opera is traditionally a theatrical entertainment, often 
tableau-esque and episodic in structure. 

In this respect neither Prokofieff’s plots nor much of the 
music of his operas would have fazed his Russian pre-
decessors and, despite the diversity of his operatic out-
put, there are many constants in musical style through-
out the operas. All are driven by distinctive motives, 
which not only identify characters for the listeners, but 
are used structurally to unify the musical score. The 
importance of melody is pervasive: the strength and 
charm of Prokofieff’s melodic lines indeed grew over 
time. His creation of musical atmosphere is always 
impressive and affecting, whether dark and broody or 
light-hearted, achieved either through obsessive repe-
tition and ostinato, or conversely with reference to the 
movements of the dance or the march. Beat and regular 
rhythmic units are a generating force; strong cadences 
are both punctuation and points of musical assertion. 
Orchestration was often for Prokofieff an after-thought, 
though the strong orchestral colours of his operatic 
scores define his characteristic musical sound.

It is possible that, in his much-travelled lifetime, Prokofieff  
was often simply in the wrong place at the wrong 
time. Neither pre-Revolutionary St Petersburg nor 
the self-conscious trendsetters of the Ballets Russes; 

neither culturally conservative America nor cool post-
WW1 Paris, were truly interested in Prokofieff’s per-
sonal radicalism. Stalinist Russia increasingly found 
his works unsupportive of its ideology. While the initial 
impact that his operas could have had – their freshness, 
their novel musical personality – cannot now be recap-
tured, their dynamicism, resourcefulness and the very 
distinctiveness of their idiom are undiminished, and it 
is the enduring quality of these that has led to a positive 
reassessment of Prokofieff’s operatic achievement.

With Sergei Eisenstein, 1943, working on the film music score for Ivan the Terrible
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Prokofieff c1917
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WORK CATALOGUE

OperasThe
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MADDALENA: Prokofieff’s full score manuscript with the dedication to his friend, the composer Nikolai Myaskovsky
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op. 13 (1911–13) | 48 minutes

Opera in 1 act

orchestrated by Edward Downes (1979)

Libretto by the composer, after the play by  
Magda Liven-Orlova (R,E,G)

SCORING
Major roles: S, T, Bar

Minor roles: S, T; male chorus off-stage

3(III=picc).2.corA.3(III=bcl).3(III=dbn)—6.4.3.1—timp.
perc(2)—2harp—strings

WORLD PREMIERE
25 March 1979 London, BBC Radio 3  
(radio broadcast) 
Conductor: Edward Downes

28 November 1981 Graz, Opera house (staged) 
Stage director: Jorge Lavelli 
Conductor: Edward Downes

RECOMMENDED RECORDING
Elena Ivanova, Alexey  
Martynov, Sergei Yakovenko | 
USSR Ministry of Culture  
Symphony Orchestra &  
Male Chorus | Gennady  
Rozhdestvensky (1988) 
Melodiya SUCD 10-00053 & 
Olympia OCD 215

Written at the age of 20, while studying as a 
postgraduate at the St Petersburg Conservatoire, 
Maddalena is the earliest Prokofieff opera to have 
reached the stage. However, it was in fact his fifth 
operatic work, emphasising how central the theatre 
was to his creative adolescence between 1900 and 
1910. Prokofieff’s libretto was drawn from a play 
by Baroness Magda Liven, which bears a striking 
resemblance to Oscar Wilde’s A Florentine Tragedy. 
Its verismo plot describes a love triangle in which 
the femme fatale emerges as the victor to celebrate 
her liberation from her male lovers. The work is 
Prokofieff’s most traditionally Romantic opera, 
including an extended love scene and a sequence 
of dramatic coups de théâtre. When hopes of 
performance in St Petersburg faded, the composer 
abandoned the orchestration, while retaining 
an affection for the work. The orchestration was 
completed in the 1970s by Edward Downes, allowing 
the opera’s belated stage premiere.

  www.boosey.com/audio-clip/11626

MADDALENA

It’s not a full score, but  
a jewel, a chocolate with  
expensive liqueur inside.
     SERGE PROKOFIEFF
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op. 24 (1917, rev. 1927-29) | 130 minutes

Opera in 4 acts (6 scenes)

Libretto by the composer, after the novel by  
Fyodor Dostoevsky (R,E,F,G,I)

SCORING
Major roles: S, M, A, 2 T, Bar, B

Minor roles: 2 S, 2 M, A, T (Falsetto), 7 T, 4 Bar, 7 B, 
silent roles

2.picc.2.corA.2.bcl.2.dbn—4.3.3.1—timp.perc(2)—
2harp—pft—strings

WORLD PREMIERE
29 April 1929 Brussels, Théâtre Royal de la Monnaie 
Stage director: Georges Dalman 
Conductor: Maurice Corneil de Thoran

RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
6 Operas: The Duenna |  
The Fiery Angel | The Gambler 
| The Love for Three Oranges | 
War and Peace | Semyon Kotko  
Mariinsky Orchestra & Kirov 
Opera | Valery Gergiev  
Decca 478 2315 (14 CDs 
“Collector’s Edition“)

Vladimir Ognovenko, Kristine 
Opolais, Misha Didyk, Stefania 
Toczyska, Stephan Rügamer, 
Viktor Rud, Silvia De La Muela | 
Staatsoper Unter den Linden 
Berlin | Daniel Barenboim |  
Stage director: Dmitri  
Tcherniakov (Berlin 2008) 
C Major / Unitel Classica 
701708 (DVD) / 701804  
(Blu-ray)

Prokofieff’s The Gambler can be viewed as the 
culmination of the composer’s early radical and 
experimental period, with its mechanistic ostinatos 
and febrile energy, perfectly attuned to Dostoyevsky’s 
study of obsession. The casino, as a potent symbol of 
unexpected financial gain or ruin, emerges in the final 
act as the central character of the opera, controlling 
the destiny of all those that are drawn to the gambling 
tables, like moths to a flame. Prokofieff intended the 
work as a reaction against Romantic lyricism, instead 
preferring to create “an opera in the declamatory 
style”, closer in technique to the stageworks of 
Dargomyzhsky and Mussorgsky which set musical 
prose in natural speech rhythms. The Gambler 
provides an opera company with a potential ensemble 
showcase, from the two main roles of Alexei and 
Pauline calling for top rank singing actors, through 
a gallery of cameo characters, to opportunities for 
members of the chorus in the casino tableau. From 
the opening bars the work also announces a crucial 
role for the orchestra, driving the action forward, and 
depicting in swirling splashes of colour the fateful 
spinning of the roulette wheel.

  www.boosey.com/audio-clip/11172

THE GAMBLER 
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THE GAMBLER at Frankfurt Opera, 2013 | Stage director: Harry Kupfer

THE GAMBLER at Vienna State Opera, 2017 | Stage director: Karoline Gruber
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THE LOVE FOR THREE ORANGES at Anhaltisches Theater Dessau, 2018 | Stage director: Hinrich Horstkotte

THE LOVE FOR THREE ORANGES at Graz Opera, 2009 | Stage director: Andreas Homoki
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op. 33 (1918-19) | 110 minutes

Opera in 4 acts (10 scenes) and a prologue

Libretto by the composer from Vsevolod Meyerhold’s 
adaptation of a play by Carlo Gozzi (R,F,E,G)

SCORING
Major roles: S , A, 2 T, 2 Bar, 2 B

Minor roles: S, 2 M, A, T, 3 B; chorus; ballet

2.picc.2.corA.3(II=Ebcl,III=bcl).3(III=dbn)—6.3.3.1—
timp.perc(4)—2harp—strings 
On-stage: btrbn 
Off-stage: 3 tpt, 2 trbn, perc (cym, tgl, SD), harp

WORLD PREMIERE
30 December 1921 Chicago, Auditorium Theatre 
Stage director: Jacques Coini 
Conductor: Serge Prokofieff

RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
Gabriel Bacquier, Jules Bastin, 
Catherine Dubosc, Georges 
Gautier, Jean-Luc Viala | Opéra 
de Lyon | Kent Nagano (1989) 
Erato / Warner Classics 48210 
(2 CDs)

Alain Vernhes, Martial  
Defontaine, François Le Roux, 
Serghei Khomov, Sandrine Piau, 
Anna Shafajinskaja | Rotterdam 
Philharmonic Orchestra |  
Stéphane Denève |  
Stage director: Laurent Pelly 
(De Nederlandse Opera 2005) 
Opus Arte OA 0957 D (2 DVDs)

Prokofieff’s encounter in 1916 with the theatre 
director Vsevolod Meyerhold proved crucial to the 
genesis of his most popular and in many ways most 
characteristic opera. Meyerhold’s pursuit of an 
anti-realistic theatre of action using speech rhythms 
chimed with Prokofieff’s operatic experiments 
in The Gambler, and Meyerhold’s adaptation of 
Gozzi’s surrealist and fantasy-filled play inspired the 
composer to his greatest fusion of magic, comedy 
and satire. The Love for Three Oranges operates on 
multiple levels – whether as a play within a play, as 
a witty critique of operatic tradition, or as a dialectic 
between historical commedia dell’arte and modern 
political commentary – and this has attracted many 
of the world’s leading directors and designers to 
stage the work. Most refreshing of all, however, is the 
composer’s miraculous aural imagination, achieving 
the near impossible fusion of childlike simplicity 
and mature sophistication, guaranteeing this opera’s 
continuing universal appeal.

  www.boosey.com/audio-clip/11174

THE LOVE FOR THREE ORANGES 
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op. 37 (1919-23, rev. 1927) | 125 minutes

Opera in 5 acts (7 scenes)

Libretto by the composer, after the novel by Valery 
Bryusov (R,E,F,G,I)

SCORING
Major roles: dram S, Bar

Minor roles: 2 M, 3 T, Bar, B

Small roles: M, T, 3 B; chorus

3(III=picc).2.corA.2.bcl.3(III=dbn)—4.3.3.1—timp 
perc(3)—2harp—strings 
Off-stage: bell, BD

Chamber version by Wolfgang Suppan (2010): 
1(=picc).0.1(=bcl).ssax(=tsax).1—1.1.1.0—perc(2) 
pft—strings(1.1.1.1.1)  
Off-stage: BD

WORLD PREMIERE
25 November 1954 Paris,  
Théâtre des Champs-Elysées (in concert) 
Conductor: Charles Bruck

29 September 1955 Venice,  
Teatro La Fenice (staged) 
Stage director: Giorgio Strehler 
Conductor: Nino Sanzogno

RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
Galina Gortschakowa, Sergei  
Leiferkus | Mariinsky Theatre |  
Valery Gergiev | Stage director: 
David Freeman (1993) 
Arthaus Musik 100 391 (DVD) 

Leigh Melrose, Ewa Vesin |  
Opera di Roma | Alejo Pérez | 
Stage director: Emma Dante 
(2019) 
Naxos 2.110663 (DVD)

The Fiery Angel, which occupied Prokofieff during 
the 1920s, combines aspects of The Gambler and 
The Love for Three Oranges, most noticeably the 
themes of obsession and magic respectively, but it 
inhabits a predominantly darker world, infused with 
an eroticism that hints at Scriabin. This blackness, 
unusual for Prokofieff, was partly the result of his 
interest in the cabalistic sciences, a fascination 
shared with many members of the Russian symbolist 
movement, including its central figure Valery Bryusov, 
author of the novel upon which The Fiery Angel 
was based. Throughout Prokofieff’s stagework it 
is the psychological ambiguity of Renata, either a 
pure innocent or a demonic seductress, that drives 
the drama. Her true nature remains purposely 
unresolved even in the final convent scene when she is 
condemned to be burnt at the stake for concourse with 
the Devil. The role of Renata is vocally and theatrically 
demanding, and has attracted leading dramatic 
sopranos. Prokofieff’s orchestral writing in The Fiery 
Angel is the most advanced for any of his operas. The 
composer lavished detailed attention on realising in 
colouristic terms the feverish intensity of the drama, 
whether hysterical, passionate or visionary. All these 
facets also come to the fore in the version for 15 
instrumentalists that the composer Wolfgang Suppan 
created for the Vienna Odeon Theatre in 2010.

  www.boosey.com/audio-clip/11171

THE FIERY ANGEL
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THE FIERY ANGEL at the Deutsche Oper am Rhein Düsseldorf, 2015 | Stage director: Immo Karaman

THE FIERY ANGEL at German National Theatre Weimar, 2010 | Stage director: Christian Sedelmayer
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SEMYON KOTKO at the Kirov Theatre, 1985 | Stage director: Alexei Kireyev (1960)

SEMYON KOTKO in the Mariinsky Theatre production, shown at the Royal Opera House London, 2000 |  
Stage director: Yuri Alexandrov
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op. 81 (1939) | 140 minutes

Opera in 5 acts (7 scenes)

Libretto by the composer and Valentin Katayev, after 
Katayev’s novel I am a Son of the Working People (R,G)

SCORING
4 S, S (or high M), M (or S), 3 A, 6 T, BBar, 4 Bar, 2 B 
(or Bar), 6 B; chorus

2.picc.2.corA.2.bcl.2.dbn—4.3.3.1—timp.perc(3)—
harp—strings 
On-stage: 2 hn, 2 tpt, picctpt, 3 trbn, tuba, perc, gtr, 
domra, concertina

WORLD PREMIERE
23 June 1940 Moscow Art Theatre 
Stage director: Serafima Birman 
Conductor: Mikhail Zhukov

RECOMMENDED RECORDING
Nikolai Gres, Tamara Yanko,  
Tamara Antipova, Gennadi 
Troitsky, Nikolai Panchekhin, 
Antonia Kleshchova, Ludmila 
Gelovani, Mikhail Kiselev,  
Tatiana Tugarinova, Nikolai 
Timchenko, Daniel Demyanov, 
Mechislav Shchavinsky,  
Vladimir Zakharov |  
USSR Radio Choir & Radio  
Symphony Orchestra |  
Mikhail Zhukov (1960) 
Chandos CHAN 10053 (3 CDs)

The plot of Semyon Kotko is set in Ukraine during the 
aftermath of the Bolshevik revolution. As would be 
the case with Prokofieff’s late work The Story of a Real 
Man, the composer took up a political theme here. 
He wrote the libretto himself together with Valentin 
Katayev, based on the latter’s novel I am a Son of the 
Working People. The work was completed in 1939 
and premiered at the Moscow Artists’ Theatre in 
June 1940. With his choice of subject, the composer 
engaged fully with Socialist Realism, which dominated 
the cultural life of the Soviet Union in those years. 
Prokofieff, who certainly caused controversy with 
this work, said of his motivation that the piece should 
show real people: “Here there is youthful love, here 
there is the hatred of the representatives of the 
old world, here there is the heroic struggle, tearful 
losses, but also cheerful jokes, as is characteristic of 
Ukrainian humour.”

  www.boosey.com/audio-clip/11175

SEMYON KOTKO

I wanted to show living people with all  
their passions – love, hate, joy and sorrow –  
arising from the new conditions.
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op. 86 (1940-41, rev. 1943) | 156 minutes

Lyric-comic opera in 4 acts (9 scenes)

Libretto by the composer and Mira Mendelson,  
after Richard Sheridan (R,E,G)

SCORING
2 S, M, A (or M), A, 8 T, T (or Bar), 5 Bar, 4 B,  
silent role; chorus

2.picc.2.corA.2.bcl.2.dbn—4.3.3.1—timp.perc(3)—
harp—strings 
On-stage: cl, cornet, BD, gtr 
Off-stage: fl, asax, perc, strings

WORLD PREMIERE
5 May 1946 Prague, National Theatre 
Stage director: Ilya Shlepyanov 
Conductor: Boris Chaikin

RECOMMENDED RECORDING
Anna Netrebko, Larissa  
Diadkova, Nikolai Gassiev, 
Sergei Alexashkin, Aleksander 
Gergalov, Marianna Tarassova |  
Mariinsky Theatre | Valery  
Gergiev | Stage director:  
Vladislav Pazi (1998) 
Decca Classics 074 3076 &  
EuroArts 2013038 (DVD)

The lyrical-comic opera Betrothal in a Monastery was 
written just before the beginning of the German-Soviet 
War, to which its public premiere fell victim. The 
composer, who was at the zenith of his fame at the 
time, used The Duenna by Richard Brinsley Sheridan 
as a model – the text for a ballad opera composed 
by Thomas Linley father and son in 1775. Prokofieff 
himself and his later wife Mira Mendelson wrote 
the new libretto. The Irish playwright and politician 
Sheridan was a contemporary of Beethoven who was 
also politically active and was elected to Parliament 
for the Whigs in 1780. His comedy The Duenna 
tells the story of the rich old fishmonger Mendoza, 
who not only wants to secure a big deal with Don 
Jerome, but also to marry his pretty daughter Luisa. 
Luisa, however, loves the young, poor Don Antonio, 
her brother Ferdinand the beautiful Clara. Luisa’s 
chaperone, the Duenna, has her own eye on the 
fishmonger and therefore devises a ruse to thwart 
Mendoza and Don Jerome’s plans. Prokofieff’s music 
for this bouncing comedy is brilliant, illustrative 
and always surprising. On stage, one often hears a 
parlando as in a spoken comedy.

  www.boosey.com/audio-clip/11173

THE DUENNA  
(BETROTHAL IN A MONASTERY) 

The fine humour, the enchanting lyricism, the pointed 
characterisation of the cast, the dynamics of the plot,  
the suspenseful build-up of the subject, where the  
audience waits for every twist and turn with interest  
and impatience – all this appealed to me.
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THE DUENNA at the Berlin State Opera, 2019 | Stage director: Dmitri Tcherniakov

THE DUENNA at the Glyndebourne Festival, 2006 | Stage director: Daniel Slater
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WAR AND PEACE at Nuremberg State Theatre, 2018 | Stage director: Jens-Daniel Herzog

WAR AND PEACE at the Grand-Théâtre de Genève, 2021 | Stage director: Calixto Bieito
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op. 91 (1941-52) | 230 minutes

Lyric-dramatic scenes

Version in 13 or 11 scenes

Libretto by the composer and Mira Mendelson,  
after the novel by Tolstoy (R,E,G)

SCORING
lyr-dram S, S, low S, 6 M, 4 A, dram T, T, 2 high T, 
comic T, low T, T/Bar, high Bar, high Bar/B, 6 Bar, 
2Bar/B, 3 BBar, 3 high B, 10 B, low B, 2 speaking 
roles, 6 silent roles; chorus

2.picc.2.corA.2.bcl.2.dbn—4.3.3.1—timp.perc(4–5)—
harp—strings

WORLD PREMIERE
7 June 1945 Moscow, Conservatory  
(version in 11 scenes) 
Conductor: Samuil Samosud

8 November 1957 Moscow, Stanislavski/Nemirovich-
Danchenko Music Theatre (version in 13 scenes) 
Stage director: Leonid Baratov & Pavel Zlatogorov 
Conductor: Alexander Shaverdov

RECOMMENDED RECORDING
Ekaterina Morozova, Justin  
Lavender, Oleg Balashov,  
Roderick Williams, Pamela  
Helen Stephen, Igor  
Matioukhin, Alan Ewing,  
Stephen Dupont | Russian State 
Symphonic Cappella | Spoleto  
Festival Orchestra | Richard 
Hickox (1999) 
Chandos 9855 (4 CDs)

Olga Guryakova, Nathan Gunn,  
Robert Brubaker, Anatoli  
Kotcherga, Elena Obraztsova,  
Vassili Gerello | Opéra national 
de Paris | Gary Bertini | Stage 
director: Francesca Zambello 
(2000) 
TDK DV-OPWP & Arthaus  
Musik 107 029 (2 DVDs)

Prokofieff did not want his opera War and Peace, 
based on Tolstoy’s novel, to focus on war tableaux 
or massed scenes. When he began work on it during 
the Second World War, he rather planned a very 
intimate drama, indeed „lyrical scenes in the spirit 
of Tchaikovsky“. The result is an opulent work that 
– unabridged – almost bursts the single evening 
format and requires a large cast. Prokofieff had 
always described the epic novel War and Peace by Leo 
Tolstoy as one of his favourite books. The novel is set 
during the Napoleonic Wars in Tsarist Russia at the 
beginning of the 19th century. Apart from the unusual 
scope for Prokofieff’s music theatre works, the stylistic 
conception of the opera is a consistent continuation 
of his operatic successes The Love for Three Oranges, 
The Fiery Angel and Betrothal in a Monastery. He uses 
leitmotifs and recurring material, largely dispenses 
with traditional aria or duet numbers, and strings 
together many short action sections like film scenes.

  www.boosey.com/audio-clip/10321

WAR AND PEACE 
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op. 119 (1947-48) | 135 minutes

Opera in 3 acts (11 scenes)

Libretto by the composer and Mira Mendelson- 
Prokofieva, after the novel by Boris Polevoi (R,G)

SCORING
3 S, M, A, 3 T, comic T, Bar, Bar (or B), 4 B,  
2 speaking roles; chorus

2.2.2.2—4.2.3.1—timp.perc(3)—pft—strings

WORLD PREMIERE
3 December 1948 Leningrad, Kirov Theatre (closed 
event, version in 4 acts / 10 scenes) 
Stage director: Ilja Schlepjanow 
Conductor: Boris Chaikin

RECOMMENDED RECORDING
Yevgeny Kibkalo, Glafira  
Deomidova, Georgi Shulpin,  
Vera Smirnova, Margarita 
Miglau, Georgi Pankov, Kira 
Leonova, Artur Eizen, Mark 
Reshetin | Chorus & Orchestra 
of the Bolshoi Theatre | Mark 
Ermler (1962) 
Melodiya MEL CD 10 02353

Prokofieff’s last opera, like his Semyon Kotko 
composed in 1939, has a political character. The 
libretto was written by Mira Mendelson-Prokofieva 
and the composer, based on a story by Boris Polevoi 
which traces the life of the Soviet fighter pilot Alexei 
Petrovich Maresev. The three-act version created for 
posthumous public premiere at Moscow’s Bolshoi 
Theatre in 1960 was in an abridged form. Originally, 
the work had consisted of four acts and ten scenes 
and that version was first performed at a rehearsal-like 
closed performance in Leningrad in December 1948. 
The musical character of the score is clearly gentler 
than the composer’s earlier sonic language, which had 
often relied on sharpness and motor activity. In this 
opera, Prokofieff commented that he had endeavoured 
“to make the melodies as comprehensible as 
possible”.

  www.boosey.com/audio-clip/101652

THE STORY OF A REAL MAN

I have tried to be as  
melodic as possible.



THE STORY OF A REAL MAN: Alexei’s arioso “Springtime in Kamyshin” in the manuscript score
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IN THIS BROCHURE SERIES
each with a detailed overview of the works and numerous illustrations

with a welcome from John Neumeier
and a new article by Simon Morrison  
on Prokofieff’s ballets 

www.boosey.com/ProkofieffBallet

with a welcome from Michail Jurowski
and a new article by Dorothea Redepenning on 
Prokofieff’s concert works

www.boosey.com/ProkofieffConcertWorks




